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Abstract—SRAM-based Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGAs) are used in a variety of security-critical 
embedded applications. However, soft-error issues, and 
vulnerability to design plagiarism are two key challenges 
for SRAM FPGAs in mission-critical commercial 
products. Encrypted bit streams with keys stored 
internally in the FPGA are widely used to alleviate the 
design security risk.  In this paper, we introduce how 
degradation of the device over the course of normal 
operation can be used as a new form of identifying the 
stored keys. We also highlight the impact of process 
variation on the effectiveness of this attack. Finally, we 
suggest a simple bit-flipping technique to alleviate this 
problem.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Since FPGA made its first appearance, the concept of 

having reconfigurable hardware components has 
revolutionized the IC industry. FPGA itself has also 
received tremendous improvements in terms of speed, 
area, and power, owing to enhancement in 
semiconductor technology. Among various 
infrastructures of FPGAs (SRAM, Antifuse, EPROM, 
EEPROM, etc.), SRAM based FPGA is now largely 
favored for its standard fabrication process, which 
results in less cost and better yield. Consequently, more 
and more mission-critical commercial products are 
based upon SRAM FPGAs. 

After spending valuable resource developing a new 
product, it is extremely important to safeguard the 
products’ “secret sauce” against rival companies’ 
discovery and cloning. However, with regard to design 
security, FPGA has its particular vulnerability because 
within each product sold there is a copy of the design 
stored in forms of software, which is easily duplicable. 
In mission-critical applications, for example, military, 
aerospace, or financial services applications, design 
security compromise is not only undesirable, but 
unacceptable.  

There is a close relationship between design 
reliability and design security. In [18], the use of soft 
error to break the security of a Java virtual machine was 
demonstrated. Similarly this work, we show how circuit 
degradation due to device aging can be used to reveal 
secret keys stored in SRAM devices. Our goal is to 

highlight how design reliability concerns can transform 
to design security problems. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
discusses traditional methods of attacking designs with 
regard to cloning and reverse engineering. Section 3 
presents a review of methods of protecting the 
intellectual property (IP) inside the FPGA available with 
the academia and industry. Section 4 introduces circuit 
degradation, and the connection between circuit 
degradation and design security, particularly regarding 
SRAM FPGAs. Section 5 provides our simulation model 
and experiment results. Section 6 proposes one heuristic 
to alleviate the abovementioned problem. Section 7 
draws a conclusion and points out some potential 
concerns in this growingly important area. 

II. RISKS ON YOUR DESIGN 

A. Defining Design Security 
The same nomenclature, design security, may refer 

to several different fields. In [2], these fields are 
identified as: (1) system security using FPGA, (2) 
protecting FPGA data, and (3) FPGA design security. 
FPGA design security is about protecting the design 
itself against cloning and reverse engineering, and is the 
focus of this paper. 

B. Attacking the Design 
Hardware design is a competitive business, so there 

are strong incentives to lower the cost to the extent 
possible. To that aspect, cloning and reverse engineering 
may significantly lower or even remove the research and 
development cost. For Application Specific Integrated 
Circuits (ASICs), there are methods readily available for 
reverse engineering. Using decaping, scanning electron 
microscope (SEM), and automated optical pattern 
recognition, an IC layout can be easily reversed back to 
its schematic and analyzed. Prevention against cloning 
of this kind is often done through watermarking and 
dummy circuits. In FPGA, however, different attacks are 
used according to different types of FPGA. 

For non-volatile FPGAs, there are two kinds of 
attacks. For one-time programmable devices (Antifuse) 
structure, programming of such leaves physical changes. 
Thus, attacking methods for ASICs are similarly 
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applicable to one-time programmable devices. For 
multi-time programmable devices (EPROM, EEPROM, 
Flash), an attacker would need sophisticated equipment 
to reveal the content thereof.  

As for volatile FPGAs, because no configuration bits 
(or bitstreams) are retained within the FPGA after a 
power loss, a non-volatile memory space is necessary to 
store the configuration bits. Each time when the FPGA 
bootstraps, it needs to load all the configuration 
information into SRAM logics. Since bitstream is 
basically the blueprint of the whole circuit, once 
compromised, it is possible to clone or reverse engineer 
the design.  

III. RELATED WORK 
Leading system-on-chip companies have adopted 

various solutions to counter design security problems.  
For example, Xilinx Virtex FPGA series use 3TDES 

bitstream encryption to protect design [3]. The bitstream, 
after encryption, is stored inside a programmable 
read-only memory (PROM). The key for encryption is 
passed to an internal key storage inside the FPGA device 
via JTAG interface. However, a battery in the system is 
needed for powering the key storage. The external 
battery may lead to reduced product lifetime and 
reliability issue. Other FPGA companies employ similar 
approaches. Altera uses non-volatile memory and 
128-bit AES encryption in its Stratix series products [5]. 
Lattice also uses non-volatile memory and further 
removes the external bitstream path in its ispXPGA 
products [1].  

In academia, Gutmann first in 1996 [6] and later in 
2001 [7] pointed out the “data remanence” problem 
observed in semiconductor devices, including volatile 
memories (e.g., SRAM, DRAM) and non-volatile 
memories. (e.g., FLASH, EEPROM). The problem is 
mainly due to hot-carrier effects, electromigration, ionic 
contamination, time-dependent dielectric breakdown 
(TDDB), and/or environmental variation factors. As 
Gutmann stated, “IDDQ testing” is a well-known way of 
attack. In [4], the authors successfully extracted DES 
keys from a memory module used by an IBM automated 
teller machine (ATM) system. These previous works 
addressed a very real threat, but did not attract enough 
attention for these causes are mostly eliminated or 
diminished with the advance of technology.  

However, some new causes to the data remanence 
problem have appeared as physical dimension of a 
device now shrinks below the 70nm regime. This paper 
addresses the problem in light of a circuit degradation 
phenomenon, namely Negative Bias Temperature 
Instability (NBTI). By a novel attacking method, 
“VDD-MIN testing,” this paper reveals new vulnerability in 
some current designs. We not only consider the effect of 
NBTI in isolation but along with process variation. Prior 
studies in [16] and [17] on system reliability have 
identified the importance of considering them in unison.  

In [15], the power signature of SRAM structures is used 
to uniquely identify a device for enhancing security. In 
contrast, our work exploits the state change in the 
SRAM device due to NBTI for hacking the secret key 
stored in the FPGA. Complementary to our effort, in 
[19], authors show the vulnerability of FPGA designs to 
side-channel attacks. 

IV. CIRCUIT DEGRADATION AND POSSIBLE ATTACK 
Circuit degradation phenomena such as Negative 

Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) are becoming more 
pronounced with new IC fabrication technology [10-12]. 
Circuit degradation adversely affects transistors’ 
threshold voltage (Vt), conducting current, and various 
device parameters. It threatens the reliability of 
nano-scale circuits. Most studies on the effects of NBTI 
on circuits have been focused on reliability or speed, but 
none on design security. As a result, this paper points out 
the implication of NBTI on design security, and 
develops strategy to overcome said implication. 

A.  Negative Bias Temperature Instability 
NBTI on MOSFET is caused by generation of 

positive interface traps (NIT) between the gate oxide and 
the silicon substrate under negative bias condition 
(Vgs=-Vdd) at elevated temperatures. Such effect is 
predominantly observed in PMOS devices. These 
interface traps result from crystal mismatches at Si-SiO2 
interface [9]. The crystal mismatch is the result of 
imperfect Si oxidation process, with some Si atoms 
being bonded to hydrogen atoms instead of oxygen 
atoms. This creates weak Si-H bonds. When PMOS 
transistor operates under biased condition, the tendency 
of electric holes in the channel to dissociate these Si-H 
bonds generates positive interface traps. Holes, by 
getting stuck in the traps, create interface states and fixed 
charges of the same polarity (both positive), resulting 
increase in transistor threshold voltage (Vt) and decrease 
in drive current (ID). Consequently, NBTI leads to 
performance drop and reliability issue on PMOS 
transistors. On the contrary, NMOS transistors suffer far 
less negative impact from NBTI than their counterparts 
do, because their operation depends on electrons instead 
of holes, so that the interface state created and fixed 
charges are of opposite polarity, canceling out the effect 
of each other [10]. 

B. Modeling of NBTI Phenomenon 
For quick modeling and simulation, we adopted a 

compact model for NBTI simulation developed in [11], 
which is known as the Predictive Technology Model 
(PTM) and is empirically verified. We use the dynamic 
NBTI equation (Eq.1) for evaluating NBTI impact in our 
experiments. Fig. 1 illustrates the dynamic NBTI curve 
for 45nm PMOS transistor. 
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Figure 1.  Vt change during dynamic NBTI 
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Kv, the generation rate, is a function of hole density, 
temperature, the electric field (Eox), as well as Vds. 
Several other parameters are technology independent 
characteristics from reaction, and are given in Table 1.β 
is the duty cycle (e.g., t1~t2=βT, t2~t3=(1-β)T), and n is 
the ordinal number of cycles of Stress and Recovery. 

TABLE I.  MODEL COEFFICIENTS DEFAULT VALUES 

 
 
 
 

C. Potential Attack Method 
In [8] and [12], the authors measured NBTI impact 

on SRAM cells in terms of Static Noise Margin (SNM), 
but both do not address the data remanence problem. In 
this paper, through experiment results, we show that it is 
possible to identify the stored key by recognizing a 
“burn-in” effect, even when the power supply for SRAM 
cells is cut off. When it comes to mission-critical or 
content sensitive applications, like ATM machines, this 
is particularly problematic because these devices are to 
operate continuously for decades, giving opportunity for 
NBTI to leave its trace.  

A typical 6-T SRAM cell is illustrated in Fig. 2. It is 
possible, with an SRAM cell storing the same value (e.g., 
encryption key, or configuration bits) over a long 
enough period of time, for NBTI to shift the |Vt| on 
corresponding PMOS transistors, and in turn affect an 
SRAM cell’s ability to be written in with a particular 
value. More specifically, NBTI in SRAM cells impacts 
stability of SRAM cells [12], and in turn impacts the 
lowest VDD required for stable operation (VDD-MIN). By 
detecting VDD-MIN, it possible to figure out what the 
stored key is. This strongly resembles a lock-picking 
technique. With time, the buttons associated with a 
passcode on a push buttons passcode lock can gradually 

become loose; then, it becomes possible to feel subtle 
differences in tightness of those buttons to figure out 
what the passcode is. We demonstrate our methodology 
in the following sections. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  Schematic of a 6-T SRAM cell 

V. EXPERIMENT RESULT 

A. Experiment Setup 
We use PTM 45nm model files for modeling devices 

characteristics. We observe NBTI impact on PMOS 
transistors of a standard 6T SRAM cell. We carry out 
Write, Read, and Store simulation on SRAM cell using 
HSPICE commercial circuit simulator. By observing the 
difference between a successful and an unsuccessful 
operation (at speed of 1GHz), we determine a minimum 
operating voltage for each of the experimental SRAM 
cells, with each being affected by different levels of 
NBTI effect due to aging. We assume the regular 
operating voltage VDD is 1.0V, and the minimum size of 
the SRAM cell’s transistor is designed to Width=4, 
Length=2, with pull down NMOS twice as large as other 
transistors. We also assume that it is possible to lower 
the operating VDD of the SRAM key storage part of a 
FPGA device. A flowchart of our experimental attack is 
given as Fig. 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Exemplary flowchart of our experimental NBTI-based 
memory cell remanence attack 
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B. Results 
The result of our simulation is presented in this 

section. As a SRAM cell stores a 0 or a 1 for an extended 
period of time, NBTI may leave asymmetric burn-in 
marks on corresponding PMOS transistor, depending on 
what value stored. For example, this NBTI-caused 
threshold voltage drift may be found on either M2 or M4 
in Fig. 2. It is this asymmetry of uneven VDD-MIN drift that 
enables code identification. Before lowering VDD, the 
cell is able to perform read and write operation normally 
regardless of the value. We then perform minimum 
operating voltage sweep on each SRAM cell to simulate 
attack. We define writing a 1 as changing the state from 
0 to 1, and vice versa. We also define a successful write 
as reaching at least 90% VDD at the end of clock period. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.  Simulation of NBTI effect on 45nm PMOS transistors for 
30 years 

To observe the VDD-MIN shift due to NBTI, we 
monitor the VDD-MIN for writing a 0 or a 1 in a SRAM cell 
when it has stored a 0 or a 1 for a prolonged period of 
time. As shown in Fig. 5-6, after storing 0’s for a 
prolonged period, the VDD-MIN difference between 
writing 1’s and 0’s can be from 0.03V, after 3 years, up 
to 0.075V, after 30 years. Conversely, after storing 1’s 
for a prolonged period, the VDD-MIN difference can be 
from 0.05V, after 3 years, up to 0.085V, after 30 years. 
The reason behind this is the different NBTI effect on 
PMOS and NMOS transistors. The result of Fig. 4 shows 
the difference between 99.9% duty cycle and 0.1% duty 
cycle on NBTI effect level. It is possible to utilize a 
series of continuous lowered-VDD write-in and read-back 
actions to perform this attack. Further, we can scale 
down the possible key search space by one degree of 
complexity. Take 3TDES for example, a 168-bit (three 
56-bit keys) key size represents a maximum of 2168 
different combinations, which is a significant 
computational barrier. With the complexity of the 
algorithm itself, it can most likely withstand a blunt 
force attack because, in most cases, the cost of the attack 
itself exceeds the value of the prize. However, with a key 
storage that has been affected by NBTI as above 
described, the key size shrinks dramatically--it only 
takes 168 times of I/O scan test before identifying the 

stored key. Combined with different types of attacking 
techniques [13], this technique puts the encryption key 
stored at risk. A compromised key can lead directly to 
configuration leak, making design cloning and reverse 
engineering possible. We therefore discuss a heuristic to 
tackle this problem in the next section (section 6). 

 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.  Minimum operating voltage change for SRAM cell after a 
prolonged period of storing a “0” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.  Minimum operating voltage change for SRAM cell after a 
prolonged period of storing a “1” 

C. A Concern with Process Variation 
Process variation (PV) may cause significant 

parameter drifts and may, ironically, provide respite to 
the above attack. However, in this section, we 
demonstrate that the attack is still a menace even in the 
presence of process variation. 

 To simulate the PV effect, we modify the PTM 
library model for HSPICE to simulate a 45nm CMOS 
process with 10% of variation on both NMOS and 
PMOS transistor threshold voltage, and we specify the 
variation to be a Gaussian distribution. Fig. 7-8 show the 
minimum operating VDD requirement in 10 sample 
SRAM cells, each with different degrees of PV. Under 
the influence of both NBTI and PV, the VDD-MIN is no 
longer fixed at a deterministic point but becomes a 
statistical distribution. In our observation, although the 
pull-up strength of a 1 and a 0 for a brand new SRAM 
cell is evenly distributed, the VDD-MIN difference between 
writing a 0 and writing a 1 still becomes visible after 5 
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years of aging, and becomes pronounced after 10 years 
of aging. The bottom line is, though sheltered by process 
variations, the NBTI vulnerability still exists. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.  Pull-up voltage strength difference for SRAM cell after 
prolonged period of storing a “0”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.  Pull-up voltage strength difference for SRAM cell after 
prolonged period of storing a “1” 

VI. HEURISTICS TO CIRCUIT DEGRADATION-BASED 
VULNERABILITY 

The vulnerability revealed in previous section 
exploits NBTI aging phenomenon as a means of 
attacking the key data stored in an affected SRAM cell. 
Luckily, NBTI effect is not completely irreversible. Fig. 
4 demonstrates the possibility of utilizing the Recovery 
phase of NBTI to alleviate this burn-in effect. We apply 
the same concept to our experiment, tackling the 
problem with a mechanism called Bit-Flipper (BF). 
Bit-Flipper is a simple flipper that flips the data bits 
inside an SRAM cell every once in a while. While this 
technique has been applied in the context of mitigating 
the lifetime aging of SRAM cells in [12][14], we utilize 
it for avoiding data leakage due to VDD-min testing. Two 
key features of the BF are: (1) reducing the duty cycle so 
as to NBTI effect, and more importantly, (2) balancing 
out the NBTI mark on each transistor (e.g., M2 and M4 
in Fig. 2). We provide its schematic in Fig. 9, and show 
the simulation results in Fig. 10-11. 

The Bit-Flipper can perform bit flipping at a 
predetermined frequency, for example, weekly, to 

effectuate its purpose while not draining the battery life. 
With a prolonged period of time, the Bit-Flipper 
averages the affected cell’s duty cycle to 50%. Without 
accumulation of NBTI effect, the Vt drift improves by 
74.61% in the 5th year, and by 76.73% in the 30th year. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9.  The schematic of the Bit-Flipper  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10.  After adding a Bit-Flipper to reduce duty cycle, NBTI 
phenomenon can be alleviated effectively 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11.  Minimum operating voltage for writing data into SRAM 
cell no longer differentiate each other (Here showing the result of 

originally storing “1”) 

As shown in Fig. 11, the minimum operating voltage, 
VDD-MIN, of an SRAM cell originally storing 1’s also 
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year, and by 14.89% in the 30th year. A cell originally 
storing 0’s has almost exactly the same curve. Not only 
is the VDD-MIN required for writing a 0 and a 1 into the cell 
now the same, but the degradation curve for both 
becomes identical for both cells storing a 0 and a 1. 
Therefore, the above described technique removes the 
data remanence problem caused by NBTI on a SRAM 
cell. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we introduce how degradation of the 

device over the course of normal operation can be used 
as a new form of identifying the stored keys. We also 
highlight the impact of process variation on the 
effectiveness of this attack. Finally, we suggest a simple 
bit-flipping technique to alleviate this problem. This 
work has enabled to understand the close interaction 
between technology vulnerabilities and design security.  
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